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FUNCTORIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF

PONTRYAGIN DUALITYC)

BY

DAVID W. ROEDER(2)

Abstract. Let -S? be the category of locally compact abelian groups, with con-

tinuous homomorphisms as morphisms. Let x'- -&'—*■ & denote the contravariant

functor which assigns to each object in & its character group and to each morphism

its adjoint morphism. The Pontryagin duality theorem is then the statement that

X ° x is naturally equivalent to the identity functor in ¿if. We characterize x by giving

necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary contravariant functor q>: & -* -S?

to be naturally equivalent to x- A sequence of morphisms is called proper exact if it is

exact in the algebraic sense and is composed of morphisms each of which is open

considered as a function onto its image. A pseudo-natural transformation between

two functors in .S? diners from a natural transformation in that the connecting maps

are not required to be morphisms in SC. We study and classify pseudo-natural trans-

formations in S and use this to prove that (R denotes the real numbers) <p is naturally

equivalent to x if and only if the following three statements are all true:

(1) <p(R) is isomorphic to R,

(2) <p takes short proper exact sequences to short proper exact sequences, and

(3) <p takes inductive limits of discrete groups to projective limits and takes pro-

jective limits of compact groups to inductive limits.

From this we prove that <p is naturally equivalent to x if and only if y is a category

equivalence.

Pontryagin duality deals with the relationship between a locally compact abelian

group G and its character group G. This correspondence C7n> G extends to a con-

travariant functor, which we denote by x, from the category J? of locally compact

abelian groups to itself. In this paper we give three separate characterizations of x
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as a contravariant functor from i? to ¿£. §1 presents properties of x, two systems of

axioms chosen from these properties, and pertinent definitions. In §2 we introduce

the definition of pseudo-natural transformation between two functors in ¿if, which

is more general than the definition of natural transformation in that the connecting

maps need not be morphisms in ¿if. We study and classify pseudo-natural trans-

formations between x and arbitrary contravariant functors in ¿if. §§3 and 4 contain

the main results; in §3 we utilize pseudo-natural transformations in proving that

any functor which satisfies Axiom System I or II is naturally equivalent to x, and

in §4 we prove that any contravariant equivalence in ¿£ is naturally equivalent to x

by showing that such a functor satisfies Axiom System I. In §5 some comments and

variations on the main results are given(2). In §6 we present two theorems which

classify pseudo-natural transformations between the identity functor in ¿£ and

arbitrary covariant functors in if; these results are analogous to the results in §2.

1. Definitions and axioms. For the definitions of category, functor and related

notions, the reader may consult [1], [5] and [6]. We use the additive notation for all

group operations throughout this paper. Let if denote the category of locally

compact abelian topological groups, with morphism meaning continuous homo-

morphism. The identity morphism on G is denoted by 1G. The notation G~//

means G is topologically isomorphic to H; that is, G is isomorphic to H in ¿¥.

We use the terms injection and surjection for morphisms which are set-theoretically

one-to-one and onto, respectively.

We denote the additive group of real numbers with the usual topology by R,

and the subgroup consisting of the integers with the discrete topology by Z. We let

T=R/Z.
Horn (G, //) for two objects G and // of if denotes the set of morphisms from

G to //. For/and g elements of Horn (G, H) we define the morphism

f+ge Horn (G, H)

as follows:

(f+g)(x) = f(x) + g(x)   for xeG.

With this operation Horn (G, H) becomes an abelian group, and ¿£ becomes an

additive category. Furthermore, providing Horn (G, H) with the compact-open

topology makes it into a Hausdorff (not necessarily locally compact) topological

group. We shall consistently assume that Horn (G, H) is endowed with this par-

ticular topological group structure. In the special cases when G~Z or H~T, then

Horn (G, H) is a locally compact abelian group and is therefore an object of ¿¡f.

If <p: ¿£ ->- ¿Í is any functor, then <pG>H denotes either the map

<pa¡H: Horn (G, H) -> Horn (<p(G), <p(H))

or

9G,„: Horn (G, H) -> Horn (cp(H), cp(G))
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(depending on whether 99 is covariant or contravariant) induced by <p on Horn (G, H).

The subscripts may be omitted if no confusion arises.

Definition 1. Let x be the Pontryagin character group functor in -S?. That is,

for G an object of ÍP, we have

X(G) = G = Horn (G, T)

and for/e Horn (G, H) we define Xo.H(f) e Horn (X(H), X(G)) by

Ly(/)](«) = lvG,h(/)](«) = « of   for « g x(H) = Horn (G, F).

The fact that x is a contravariant functor from =S? to J? is easily established. Much

literature has been devoted to the remarkable properties of this functor.

Definition 2. Let t denote the identity functor in =£?. For each object G of ¿?,

let pG:G^ x(x(G)) be the natural homomorphism defined by

[pG(x)](a) = a(x)   for x e G, a e x(G).

Then p = {pG ; G an object of SC} is a natural transformation from the covariant

functor 1 to the covariant functor x2 = X° X- The Pontryagin duality theorem states

that p : 1 -*■ x2 is in fact a natural equivalence between functors. This duality theorem

is, of course, a crucial property of x-

Let <p: £C -> -a? be an arbitrary contravariant functor. Our object is to find sets

of additional conditions which, when imposed on <p, force <p to be the "same"

functor as x\ categorically speaking, this means that 99 is to be naturally equivalent

to x- Our next task is to define several concepts which will be of use in charac-

terizing x-

Definition 3. Let 99: X -» ¿£ be a functor. We say 99 is a category equivalence

if there exists a functor </> '■ & —*■ & and two natural equivalences py : 1 -> <fi ° y and

p2 : i ^- 99 o ■/(. In this case i/r is an inverse of 9?. If <p = </>, then we say <p is a duality

functor. Proposition 10.1 in [6] shows that 99 is a category equivalence as defined

here if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied :

(1) Each function ç>0/f is bijective for G, H in =S?.

(2) For every object G of ¿£, there is an object H of J¡? such that <p(H) ~ G.

Definition 4. A morphism /: G ->• H is called proper iff is open regarded as a

function from G to its image in H. A sequence

-.aUb^Uc^

of objects and morphisms in ¿£ is said to be proper exact at B if the kernel of g

coincides with the image off and both/and g are proper morphisms. A functor 99

from ^ to & is called aproper exact functor if for every short proper exact sequence

/        g
0—>A^-+ B-^C—>0
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in S£, the induced sequence

■+ <P(A)-► <i<B)-► <p(C) ^0

or

0 <-<p(A) Z^— cp(B) Z-^ <p(C) <- 0

(depending on whether <p is covariant or contravariant) is also a short proper exact

sequence. (This definition appears in [7].)

Definition 5. Let <p: if ->- if be a functor. We say <p is topological if <pGH is a

continuous function for every pair G, H of objects in ¿¡f, where Horn (G, H) is

given the compact-open topology introduced before. (Recall that <p is additive if

each <paH is a homomorphism between abelian groups.)

Definition 6. Let G and H be objects in ¿^ and let G © H be the ordinary

"direct sum" of G and H (i.e., the product group with the product topology), let

ia and iH be the canonical embeddings of G and H, respectively, in G © H and let

pa and pH be the canonical projections of G © H onto G and H, respectively.

G © H can be characterized in ¿f by the "direct sum diagram"

together with the requirements that the diagram be commutative and the morphisms

satisfy the equation

»0 ° Pa + 1h ° Ph = 1g@h

(see [5, p. 250]).

The direct sum is unique up to canonical isomorphism in ¿^. Now if g: G^-L

and h : H -> £ are morphisms in if, then we define the morphism

(g, h) e Horn (G © H, L)

by (g,h)=g°pa + h opH. Then we have (g, h) ° /G=,¡*and(g, h) ° iH=h. Moreover,

(g, h) is uniquely determined by these conditions because iff: G ©//->£ is any

morphism such that/o ia=g and/° iH=h, then we have

f = f0(ÍG°Pa + ÍH°PH) = g°Pa + h°pH = (g,h).

This merely shows that (G © H, iG, iH) is a categorical sum of G and H. Likewise,
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it can be seen that (G © H, pG,pH) is a categorical product of G and H; that is, if

g: K-+G and h: K^- H are morphisms, then

(a) = iG°g+h°h:K->G®H

is the only morphism such that pG ° i£)=g and pH ° (£)=h.

Definition 7. For the purposes of this paper, inductive limit in Jif will mean the

usual categorical limit (if it exists) of a direct system in JSP, which consists of a set

{Ga} of objects of-S? indexed by a directed set /I together with a set of morphisms {faS}

such that/aÄ e Horn 'Ga, G„) whenever aá/J and/íy °fia$=fay whenever a^ß^y.

A proper inductive limit in & is the inductive limit (which automatically will exist)

of a proper direct system (each faB is a proper injection whose image is an open

subgroup of Gß). Dually, the terms projective limit and inverse system are obtained

by reversing the directions of the arrows and order of composition of morphisms

in the above. The term proper projective limit is reserved for a projective limit of an

inverse system ({Ga}, {faS}) in which each fiae : Ge -*■ Ga is a proper surjection with

compact kernel, called a proper inverse system.

Our first proposition is merely a summary of important functorial properties of

X which will be useful in our later results. To avoid possible confusion, we note that

to say "the functor 93 preserves direct sums" means that 99 takes the direct sum

diagram and equation for G © H to the direct sum diagram and equation for

99(G) © <p{H). Similar interpretations are to be applied to other such statements

about functors.

Proposition 1. The following are true concerning the functor x-

(1) x is a duality functor.

(2) x is a contravariant category equivalence.

(3) x is an additive functor.

(A) x is a topological functor.

(5)x(Z)~T,x(T)~Z,x(R)^R.
(6) x is a proper exact functor.

(7) x preserves direct sums.

(8) x takes inductive limits to projective limits and projective limits to inductive

limits.

Proof. (1), (2), (5) and (7) are well known. (3), (6) and a weaker version of (8)

for proper inductive limits and proper projective limits have been demonstrated

before (see [10]). In fact, Theorem 5 will show that (2) alone implies all the others.

Regarding (4), Suzuki [9] mentions that each xg.h is actually a topological iso-

morphism. However, we present a proof of (4) here, since we have not seen it in

the literature.

Let G and H be objects in ¿?. We know a base for the neighborhoods of the

identity in Horn (G, H) is given by the set of all N(K, V), where A'runs through the

compact subsets of G and V runs through a base of neighborhoods of the identity
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in H, and where N(K, V) is the set of all/e Horn (G, H) for which f(K) is contained

in V. Accordingly, any neighborhood of the identity in Horn (x(H), v(G)) contains

a neighborhood of the form

A(£, N(K, [/)),

where £is a compact set in x(H), £ is a compact set in G, and U is a neighborhood

of the identity in £. Now, by well-known properties of compact-open topologies

for locally compact spaces, the map y : Hx x(H) -+ T given by (x, a) h> a(x) is

continuous. Under this map we have

y({0}x£) = {0}cz [/<=£;

therefore there is a neighborhood IF of the identity in H such that y(Wx F)<= U.

Now, let/be an element of N(K, W), a neighborhood of the identity in Horn (G, H).

Let xe Kand a g£; then

tx(/)](«) = « °f,    and   (« o/)(x) e a( W) = y( IF x {<*}) c 7( »T x £) c £/.

Thus x(/) e A(£, A(£, £/)).    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. £e? q>: ¿£ ^> ¿£ be a contravariant functor and suppose there is a

natural equivalence t. x^"f- Then statements (1) through (8) of Proposition 1 also

hold for cp.

Proof. Let G and H be objects of £f and consider the following diagram where

fe Horn (G, //) and t and p are defined in Definition 2:

v2(G)

TX(G)

> t(H)

X2(H)

TxW)

<p(x(f))
<p(x(G))-^^-><p(x(H))

92(G)

tito-1)

?2(f)

^t«1)

cp2(H)

The morphisms represented by vertical arrows are all isomorphisms in ¿f by

hypothesis. The upper and middle small rectangles commute because p and t are

natural transformations, and the lower small rectangle commutes because it comes
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from applying 99 to the following commutative diagram:

x(f)
x(H)K^->x(G)

vif)
#)^f(G)

Thus the large outside rectangle of the first diagram is commutative. This means

that the collection of all morphisms of the form

tpija1) ° tX(0) ° Pa'- '(G) -> 9?2(G)

is a natural equivalence between 1 and <p2. This shows that statement (1) holds

for 99.

Now, statement (2) follows directly from (1). Statement (5) is obvious. State-

ments (3), (6), (7) and (8) follow from standard arguments developed in category

theory, analogous to the proof of statement (1). Statement (4) is different in that

it does not concern a familiar categorical notion. We prove (4) by examining the

diagram

x(f)
xim^+xiG)

rH tq

93(//)V^>9>(G)

forfe Horn (G, //). This shows that y(f) = TG ° x(f) ° T51- Thus we have a bijective

map

Horn (x(H), x(G)) -> Horn (<p(H), 93(G))

given by the correspondence

x(f)^-ra°x(f)°TH1.

This map is obviously a group isomorphism and is also a homeomorphism, since

an open set in Horn (x(H), x(G)) of the form N(K, V) is taken onto the open set

N(th(K), tg(V)), and vice versa. Thus the map q>G¡H'-fi^ vif) is a composition of

the two maps/i->xCO and x(f) r-><p(f), both of which are topological isomorphisms.

Q.E.D.
Let 99: jSf ->-.£? be a contravariant functor. We present two systems of axioms

for 93.

Axiom System I (three axioms).

la. cp(R)~R.

lb. 99 is a proper exact functor.

Ic. 93 takes proper inductive limits of discrete groups to projective limits and

takes proper projective limits of compact groups to inductive limits.
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Axiom System II (four axioms).

Ha. <p(£)~£.

lib. <p takes the proper exact sequences

and

' P
0—>Z—>R-^->T—*0

n-lz              Pn
0->Z->Z—-->Fn-*0,

where £n is a cyclic group of order n, to short proper exact sequences.

lie. <p takes proper inductive limits of discrete groups to projective limits and

takes all proper projective limits to inductive limits.

lid. <p is an additive functor.

Our task is to demonstrate that any contravariant functor in ¿^ which either

satisfies one of these axiom systems or is a category equivalence is naturally equiva-

lent to x- Proposition 2 demonstrates the necessity of each axiom.

2. Construction of pseudo-natural transformations.

Definition 8. Let <p and </j be two contravariant functors from Sf to ¿if. Suppose

we have a collection or={aG: G an object in ¿f} such that each aa is a function (but

not necessarily a morphism in ¿if) from <p(G) to </<(G). Then we call a a pseudo-

natural transformation from ç> to </>, denoted o-: ç> —>- </i, if for each pair G, H of objects

of if and every fe Horn (G, //), we have

W)°°h = °G°<p(f);

that is, the following diagram is commutative:

9(f)
<P(H)"^-U 9(G)

aH °G

<l>(f)       *

In a similar manner we define the notion of pseudo-natural transformation from

one covariant functor to another.

We remark that if S is the category of sets and £: ¿^ -> <f is the "forgetful"

functor which assigns to each object of Sf its underlying set, then the study of

pseudo-natural transformations between 95 and </» is equivalent to the study of

natural transformations between the functors £ o <p and £01/1. In this sense, all

but the last statement of Theorem 1 below is a special case of Theorem 1.6 in [1].

For any object G of £f, let fG : Horn (Z, G)-+G be the natural topological

isomorphism given by £G(a) = a(l) for a e Horn (Z, G). (We use the symbol 1 for
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the integer 1 e Z and the symbol 1G for the identity map on G, where G is an

object in .5?.)

We point out at this time that lT, the identity morphism on F, is regarded as an

element of Horn (T, T)=X(T).

Theorem 1. Let <p: ¿if -> S£ be a contravariant functor. Let s be any element of

99(F). Then there exists exactly one pseudo-natural transformation rs : x -*■ <p satisfying

the equation rsT(lT) = s. Each tsg: x(G) -> 99(G) is defined by the formula

Tsa(«) = [<Pg,t(<A](s)   for a e X(G) = Horn (G, F).

Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between pseudo-natural transformations

ts: x -*■ 93 and elements s of 99(F). If '93 is a topological additive functor, then each rs

is in fact a natural transformation.

Proof. Let G and H be objects in Sf, let fie Horn (G, H) and let a g X(H)- Let

tg and t^ be defined as above. Then

W) ° rîrK«) = W) » (<Ph,t(o))](s)

=   [<P0,t(<* °f)](s)   =   TG(ot of)

= [r0°(x(f))](«).

Thus ts as defined in the theorem is a pseudo-natural transformation from x to 99.

Furthermore,

4(1 r) = [<Pr,r(lr)](ä) = l«>m(s) = *■

Now let t: x^- 99 be any pseudo-natural transformation and let tt(It)=s. Let

a e x(G), where G is any object in £?. Since t is a pseudo-natural transformation,

the following diagram commutes for the morphism a e Horn (G, T) :

y(o)

x(T)-^>x(G)

TT Tq

<PÍT)
93(a)

93(G)

Therefore we have

tg(°0 = tfG,T(«)][Tr(lr)]

= TC([x(a)](lr)) = rc(lTo«) = rG(a).

Hence t=ts.

For the last statement of the theorem, we observe that the map tg from x(G) to

99(G) can be obtained by applying the map 99Gr from x(G) = Horn (G, F) to

Horn (93(F), 93(G)) and then applying the map from Horn (99(F), 99(G)) to 93(G)

given by f^f(s).   Q.E.D.
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Corollary 1. Let cp: ¿? -> ¿^ be a contravariant functor such that <p(T)~Z and

for every object G of ¿£, the map <pG>r is a topological isomorphism. Then cp is naturally

equivalent to x-

Proof. Let s be a generator of <p(£), and consider the pseudo-natural trans-

formation ts: x -> <p. We observed at the end of the proof to Theorem 1 that each

map tg is the composition of two other maps, and in this case both those other

maps are topological isomorphisms.   Q.E.D.

The preceding theorem shows that the construction and classification of pseudo-

natural transformations from x to a contravariant functor <p in if is quite simple.

Unfortunately, constructing pseudo-natural transformations from 97 to x is not so

easy. However, we are able to classify such pseudo-natural transformations in

terms of what they do to <p(Z), as the following result shows.

Theorem 2. Let <p: ¿£ -> ¿¥ be a contravariant functor. Let p. be a function from

cp(Z) to x(Z). Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) There exists a pseudo-natural transformation au:<p^x sucn mat <Jz = P-

(2) For every object Gofä' and every x e <p(G) the following function G —>T is a

morphism in ¿Y? :

yy->[çTop.o foz.cíftjHjODK*)-

Moreover, there is at most one pseudo-natural transformation satisfying condition

(1). In fact, if a11 satisfies (1), then for G in ¿£ and x e <p(G), aG(x) is that element of

x(G) given by

(3) [oG(x)]( y) = [ft, o M c (VZpC[ft7 \y)])](x)   for every y eG.

In particular, if <p is topological and additive and p is a morphism in ¿if, then con-

dition (2) is satisfied and the 0" satisfying condition (1) is actually a natural trans-

formation.

Proof. First, suppose condition (2) holds. Then we define oG: cp(G)->x(G) by

condition (3). Let G and H be objects in ¿¡f, let x e ?>(//), let y e G, and let fe

Horn (G, H). Then

K«S ° <p(f))(x)](y) = (ft- ° pfazAtclKy)] ° <PG.H(f))(x)

= (ft- ° p)Wz.n(f° ftrHj ))(*)],

while

Mf) ° ̂ )W](j) = K(x) of](y) = [ofi(jc)]C/O0)

= (ZT°P)(9zA^\f(y))](x)).

We now examine/° eö\y) and ft^H/ij))- These are both elements of Horn (Z, H),

so they will be equal if they agree at 1 e Z. We see that

If" tcJKyW) =f(y) = [ftiX/CvMi).
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Thus aG o cp(f) = x(f) o ff«, so ou is a pseudo-natural transformation. In addition,

if we let x e <p(Z), we have

[°z(*)](l)  =   [ÍT0^0(<PZ.Z[Í¿1(1)])](X)

= (fr0/*0 l«z,X*) = \ß(x)](l).

Since ct|(x) and /x(x) are elements of x(Z) which agree at 1, they must be equal.

This shows that <x" satisfies condition (1).

Now let <r: 99 ->- x be any pseudo-natural transformation which satisfies (1). Let

G be an object in £?, let x e 93(G) and let y eG. Since er is a pseudo-natural transfor-

mation, the following equation is satisfied by the morphism fG l(y) e Horn (Z, G):

az ° fzA^oKy)] = XzAèaKy)] ° °a-
Hence

[fr ° M ° (<Pz.G[f ¿"XjODlOO = (fr ° <*z ° <Pz,g[£g XjOlX*)

= [(xwlii'1^)] ° ̂ Wl(l)

= Mx)o[iG^)]Xl) = [CTG(x)](^).

This means that the map G ->T given in condition (2) is simply the map y i-»-

[ctg(x)]( v), so condition (2) is satisfied. Then if we define o" according to condition

(3), we have just shown that ct" = ct.

Now suppose 93 is topological and additive and p: <p(Z) -*■ x(Z) is a morphism.

Then clearly condition (2) is satisfied, and so there exists a": 93 ->■ x satisfying con-

dition (1). We show an alternate definition of a". Let G be an object in S?. We define

a function v from Horn (93(G), <p(Z)) to Horn (93(G), F) by v(f) = £T o ̂  of. If

A^Ä", V) is a neighborhood of 0 in Horn (99(G), F), then let U be a neighborhood

of 0 in <p(Z) such that (fr ° p)(U)<= V. Then fie N(K, U) implies that v(f) is an

element of N(K, V). Thus v is a continuous homomorphism. Let \ = v o <pz G o fj*.

Then A is a morphism G -► x'zXG). Finally set S = x(A) ° p„(G); S is a morphism from

93(G) to x(G). We show that 8 = aG. Let x e 93(G) and j> e G. Then

[8(*)]O0 = MV ° PttnX*)]^)

=   l/VG)(*) ° A](j)

=   [("«XPz.G0^^)]^)

=   [& ° M ° fo.fllfö'OODK*)  =   [°a(x)](y).

Hence <t" is a natural transformation.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2. Fef 99: J§? ->■ S? be a contravariant functor such that q>(Z)~x(Z)

and for every G in 3?, <pZG is a topological isomorphism. Then 99 is naturally equivalent

tox-

Proof. By examining the last part of the proof of Theorem 2, one sees that the

map A: G^x<p(G) ¡s an isomorphism in ä?. Hence a" is a natural equivalence.

Q.E.D.
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3. Axiom Systems I and II. A word here about the known structure of objects

of ¿£ will be useful. By the structure theorem for compactly generated objects of

¿Í [8, p. 269], such a group is isomorphic with one of the form Zm © Rn © C,

where m and n are nonnegative integers and C is a compact abelian group. There-

fore the character group of a compactly generated object of i£ is isomorphic with

a group of the form Tm © Rn © D, where £ is a discrete abelian group. A group of

this form is called a group without small subgroups (see [7]). We know that any

object of if is a proper inductive limit of its compactly generated open subgroups.

In particular, then, any discrete group is the inductive limit of its finitely generated

subgroups. As consequences of these facts and the Pontryagin duality theorem,

any object of if is a proper projective limit of groups without small subgroups,

and any compact group in if is a proper projective limit of groups of the form

£m © £, where £ is a finite group.

Lemma 1. Let cp: áf —>- if be a proper exact functor. Then <p preserves direct sums.

Proof. Assume cp is contravariant. Notice that in the direct sum diagram for

G © H (see Definition 6), the row and column become short proper exact sequences

when zeros are added at the beginning and end of each. Applying <p to this diagram,

we obtain the commutative diagram with exact row and column:

cp(H)

'»(H)

Then, since cp(iG) o cp(pG) = l0lG) we may conclude from (6.22) in [2] that <p(G © //)

is the direct sum of the image ofcp(pa) and the kernel of <p(iG); by the exactness this

means that <p(G © H) is the direct sum of the images of cp(pa) and cp(pH); thus we

have the direct sum diagram and equation for 93(G) © 9(H).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Let 93: if -> if be a contravariant functor. Then the following are

equivalent:

(1) 95 is additive.

(2) 93 preserves direct sums.

(3) 93 takes finite products to sums.

(4) 93 takes finite sums to products.

Proof. Suppose (1) holds. Then 93 takes the direct sum diagram and equation

for G © H to a direct sum diagram for 93(G) © <p(H) in which the analogous

equation is still true, so 93 preserves direct sums.
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Suppose (2) holds. The remarks on sums and products following Definition 6

show that (3) and (4) are true.

By the uniqueness, up to isomorphism, of sums and products in any category,

we know that any sum or product in ¿£ is automatically a direct sum. Thus if either

(3) or (4) is true, then 93 will take any direct sum into a direct sum, so that (2) will

hold.

If (3) and (4) hold, then it is trivially verified that

9(fg)=(jj2)and ?(3={(pif)',p{g))

for any two morphisms/and g with the same range, or same domain, respectively.

Also, for / and g elements of Horn (G, //), an easy computation shows that the

morphism f+g can be expressed as either of the following compositions:

„     (ig) ,  „m„ <f,g)     „G-> G © G-> H

,_,      (9)      rr _ „('«' 1«)   rrG-> H® H-> H.

(This fact appears in [4].) Thus

9<f+g) = <p[(f,g)°fâj\

= O«,«», U>) ° (j£2) - vV)+¥,g)-     Q-E.D.

Theorem 3. Any contravariant functor 93: if -h» if which satisfies Axiom System

I is naturally equivalent to the functor x-

Proof. We first examine the short proper exact sequence

i p
0—>Z—> R-^T—>0

which by hypothesis is taken by 93 to a short proper exact sequence

93(0)        w(i)

0-► 9>(£) ̂-U R -2-U cp(Z)-> 0.

Thus <p(T) is isomorphic to a subgroup of R. Suppose cp(T)~R. Then let {Ga} be

any infinite collection of objects of if each of which is isomorphic to T, and let

G=\~[a Ga (with the product topology), a compact group in ¡£. For any finite set A

of «'s, let GA=\~[tteA Ga and let KA=\~\aiA Ga. Then G~GA® KA and so 93(G) ~

9(GA) © 9(KA). By Lemma 1 and Axiom System I we obtain

<p(GA) ~ © <p(Ga) ~ R\
aeA

where n is the cardinality of A. Thus the connected component of 93(G) contains a

subgroup isomorphic to Rn for arbitrary positive integers n. This contradicts the
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structure theorem for compactly generated objects in S£, since a connected group

in =Sf is compactly generated. Therefore 99(F) ~R is impossible.

Similarly, if <p(Z)~R, we let {Ha} be an infinite collection of groups each iso-

morphic with Z. We let H=@aHa (the algebraic direct sum with the discrete

topology). Then applying the above argument we arrive at the fact that ?>(//)

contains a subgroup isomorphic to Rn, where n can be made arbitrarily large, a

contradiction again.

We now know that 93(F) is isomorphic to a subgroup of R and <piZ) is isomorphic

to a quotient group of R but neither is isomorphic to R. The exactness of the

sequence
0 -> 93(F) -> R -» <piZ) -+ 0

assures us that 99(F)~Z and cp{Z)~T.

Now let * be a generator of 93(F) and consider the pseudo-natural transformation

tS'X^<P defined in Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, 93 is an additive functor. Looking

at the definition of ts in Theorem 1, we see that tg is therefore a group homo-

morphism at least, if not a morphism in £C, for each object G. We obtain the

following commutative diagram with proper exact rows:

0-► x(T) ̂  x(R) ̂ -> v(Z)-> 0

•4 TSB T|

*      <p(p) *      «p(z) ^
0-> 93(F) ̂=-U <p(R) --> <p(Z)-> 0

We know that rsT(lT)=s, so tst takes a generator of x(F) to a generator of 99(F).

Therefore tst is a topological isomorphism of infinite cyclic groups. Then by the

exactness, we know that t% can not be the zero homomorphism. If we can show

that t% is a morphism in £?, then we will know that t% is an isomorphism in £?,

since any morphism R -> R in S£ is automatically linear. By the definition of ts in

Theorem 1 it suffices to show that 99B-T is continuous. To do this, we first examine

the map 93B-B. We know that as topological groups P~Hom (R, R) by the corre-

spondence 1!->■ m(t) where m(t) is multiplication by t. Let f: R-> <p(R) be any

isomorphism and define the map/0: Horn ((p(R), <p(R))^ Horn (R, R) by/0(a) =

/_1 o « of. Now, let (p0: R-+ Rby cp0 = m~1 °/0 ° <pR.R ° m. <p0 is a homomorphism

of the additive group structure of R, and it is clear that ç30(l) = 1. Using the fact

that m(st) = m(s) ° m(t) and hence m-1(a ° ß)=m'1(a)-m~1(ß), we see that

cp0(st) = m~lif-x o <p(m(t)) o <p(m(s)) °f)

= m~1(f~l ° cp(m(t)) °f of'1 ° <p(m(s)) of)

= <Po(s)-<Po(t)-

Thus 930 is a homomorphism of the field structure of R and, since R is a real-closed

field [4, p. 273], 990 must be order preserving. Since 990 is identity on the rationals,
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930 must then be the identity on R. In any event, 930 is a homeomorphism. Since m,

/0 and m'1 are all homeomorphisms already, this forces q>RR to be a homeo-

morphism. Now let it: R^-T=R/Z be the natural projection. Every morphism

ß e Horn (R, T) factors through tt; that is, there is a unique morphism ß0e

Horn (R, R) such that ß = ir o ß0. This map ß ^ ß0 is continuous. Also the map

Horn (93(A), 93(A)) -*■ Horn (<p(T), cp(R)) given by y^yo 9R¡T(rr) is clearly con-

tinuous. But we can write (pRT as the composite of these last two maps and

9r,r-

9r.tW) = 9r,rWo) ° <PR,r(n).

We conclude that 9>BiT is continuous, and so £? is an isomorphism.

We now apply the Five Lemma of homological algebra to the commutative

diagram

x(T)-> x(R)-> x(Z) ^0 ^0

9(T)
9(P)

cp(R)
9(i)

i"z

cp(Z) + 0 ^0

and conclude that t| is at least a group isomorphism. Let U be an open neighbor-

hood of 0 in 9>(Z). Then

(rir^u) = Mtä-KiM)-KU)-

Therefore t| is continuous and is an isomorphism in ¿if since x(Z) is compact.

Next let £n be a finite cyclic group of order n. Then we have a short proper exact

sequence

0
n-lz

^Z-=->Z
Pn

^Fn 0.

This brings us to the commutative diagram

X(Fn)

n-„

9(Fn)

X(Pn)
v(Z)

X(n-\z)

9(Pn)

x(Z)

TZ

<p(nlz)
■*■ 9(Z)--> 9(Z)

By the exactness of the rows and the Five Lemma, tsf is an isomorphism.

We have shown that r|, t%, t"t and rFn, where £n is a finite cyclic group, are all

isomorphisms in ¿£. We are going to show that ts is a natural equivalence, building

up from these simple groups to more complicated groups.
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For G and H in 3?, examine the following commutative diagram, which comes

from applying x and 93 to the direct sum diagram for G © H:

x(Po)                          x(Ih)
X(G) -,-> x(G) © x(//) ;-* x(H)

X(ia)

9(G).
<p(Po)

XÍPh)
TG®H

<p('g)

t <p(G) © <p(H)
<p(¡h)

■->

<p(Ph)

9(H)

From this we see that

tg©/í = tg@h o x(pG) o x(ic) + TG@„ o x(pH) ° x('h)

= 9(Pg) ° tsg ° XÍi'g) + 9ÍPh) ° t\ o x(iH) = to © t*h.

Thus, if tg and t*h are topological isomorphisms, then rG@Ji is a topological

isomorphism between x(G © //) and 9>(G © //).

Let G be a compact group in SF and let G be represented as a projective limit of

({GJ, {faß}), where the Ga are all of the form Tn © F, where Fis some finite group

in S£. Then, since F is the direct sum of finite cyclic groups, each rsGa is an iso-

morphism in S?. We then obtain the following commutative diagram whenever

a^ß:

tg is a morphism in .£? because it is a homomorphism and x(G) is discrete. The

other arrows in the diagram all represent morphisms. 99(G) is an inductive limit of

the 99(Ga) and x(G) is also an inductive limit of the 93(Ga) because it is an inductive

limit of the x(Ga) and the tg¡¡ are all isomorphisms. Then by the uniqueness of

morphisms in the definition of inductive limit in Sf, tg must be an isomorphism.

Next let G be a discrete group in S£. We refer the reader to the last part of the

proof of Theorem 2. Let h = (tzY1'- 9(Z) -> x(Z)> and let v. Horn (93(G), <p(Z))

-> Horn (99(G), F) be the continuous homomorphism defined by v(f) = £T ° /"■ °fi

as in that proof. Because Horn (Z, G) is discrete, the function 99ZG is a continuous

homomorphism. Hence the function X = v o <pz G o fG 1 from G to X9(G) is a mor-

phism in Ü. Hence S = x(A) o p„,iG): 93(G) -*■ x(G) is also a morphism in SC. From the

rest of the proof we see that for any discrete object G, the morphism 8 coincides
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with oG as defined in condition (3) of Theorem 2, and that for any two discrete

groups G and H in ¿£ and fe Horn (G, H), the following diagram is com-

mutative :

9(f)
<p(H)^U9(G)

x(H)^x(G)

We now show that oG° tsg=Ix(G) when G is discrete: Let aex(G) and jeG.

Then

K<*g ° rh)(a)](y) = [{T°P-° 9z,G(ÇG~1(y))][9G,T(<*)(s)]

= [£t°P-° 9z,t(<* ° ft; \y))](s)

= [ft- ° K)-1 » (TÖlfir^oC))] = «(j).

In particular, if G is a finitely generated discrete group in ¿if then G is a direct sum

of cyclic groups and tg is an isomorphism; then oG is also an isomorphism in ¿£.

Finally, if G is allowed to be any discrete group in ¿if, then we can write (G, {/,})

as an inductive limit of ({GJ, {faS}), where each Ga is a finitely generated group in

¿if. We are again led to a large commutative diagram whenever a^ß:

X(G„)

.     9\fafi)
9(Ga) *- cpiGg)

in which all the arrows are known to represent morphisms and oGa and oGß are

isomorphisms. Therefore both x(G) and 93(G) are projective limits of (MGJ},

MA/;)}) and oG must be an isomorphism. Therefore tg is also an isomorphism in if.

Now let G be an arbitrary object in =Sf. We can find a compact subgroup G0 so

that G/G0 is without small subgroups. By what we have shown above and by the

structure of groups in ¿V without small subgroups, we know that tg/Go is an iso-

morphism in if Also tGo is. Applying y and 93 to the exact sequence

Go G/G0-
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gives us the following commutative diagram:

0 > X(G/G0) ̂ -> x(G) ^-> x(G0)-► 0

rG/G0

0 9(G/G0)
9(l)

TG

93(G)
9(j)

'Go

9(Go) ^0

By the Five Lemma, tg is at least a group isomorphism. But x(G0) and 93(G0) are

discrete groups. Hence the restriction of tGo to the image of x(q) is a topological

isomorphism from an open subgroup of x(G) to an open subgroup of 99(G). From

this we conclude that tg is an isomorphism in SC.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4. Any contravariant functor y. SC

II is naturally equivalent to the functor x-

SC which satisfies Axiom System

Proof. This is basically a repetition of the proof of Theorem 3, with the following

exception at the very end: after showing that tg is an isomorphism in SC for groups

without small subgroups, we express an arbitrary object G of SC as a proper

projective limit (G, {fia}) of an inverse system ({Ga}, {faB}) in SI where each Ga is

without small subgroups. We then have the following commutative diagram

whenever a 5/3:

Now, the restriction of tg to the image of x(fia) is a continuous homomorphism on

an open subgroup of x(G); therefore tg is a morphism in SC. But both (99(G), {<p(fiaß)})

and (x(G), {x(fitt) ° (t^)"1}) are inductive limits of ({<p(GA}, {<pifaB)}) and so tsg must

be an isomorphism in SC.   Q.E.D.

4. x is the only contravariant category equivalence in SC.

Lemma 3. Let 93: SC -> SC be a contravariant category equivalence. Then <p takes

inductive limits to projective limits and projective limits to inductive limits.

Proof. This is purely a categorical statement. Let (G, {fa}) be an inductive limit

of the direct system ({GJ, {fttB}). Then 99 induces morphisms 99(/a): 99(G) -»■ 99(Ga),

where ({<p(GA}, {<p(fiaß)}) is an inverse system in SC, satisfying <pifa„) ° <p(fß) = <p(fa)
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whenever a i£ß. Let H be an object in i£ and suppose ha: H -> <p(Ga) are morphisms

such that 9(fag) ° hß=ha whenever a¿/3. We apply i/i (an inverse for 93) and we see

that (i/icp(G), {>/>9(fa)}) is an inductive limit of the direct system ({vV(Ga)}, {^(fan)})-

Therefore there is a unique morphism g: ¡/«93(G) -*■ 0(//) such that g ° yV(/r) = ^(ha)

for every a. Then, since i/>h,^g> is bijective, there is a morphism g0: H -s* 93(G) such

that <l>(g0)=g, and g0 is the unique morphism in Horn (//, 93(G)) such that <p(fa) ° g0

= ha for every a. Thus (9(G), {<p(fa)}) is a projective limit of the inverse system

((93(Ga)}, (9(faß)})- The other half of the proof comes from reversing the arrows

and the order of composition of morphisms in the above argument.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Let 93 : if ->- if /3e a category equivalence. Let G and H be objects in £f

and letfe Horn (G, H). Then

( 1 ) G ~ {0} if and only if 9(G) ~ {0}.

(2) /=0 if and only //9>g,h(/) = 0.

(3) fis an isomorphism in if if and only if 93(f) is an isomorphism in if

Proof. Recall that 93 is bijective on morphisms. Let 0G:G-»G be the zero

homomorphism. Then clearly G~{0} if and only if 0G=1G. This proves (1).

Suppose/=0. Then we have maps a: G -> {0} and ß: {0} -► H such that ß ° a=f

Therefore 9>(/) = 93(a) o <p(ß) factors through <p({0}) and so <p(f) = 0. This proves (2).

If/is an isomorphism then <p(f) is always an isomorphism for any functor 93.

This proves (3).    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. Let cp: if ->■ ¿£ be a category equivalence. Then cp takes any proper

morphism to a proper morphism and cp is a proper exact functor.

Proof. In the category £f, every morphism has a kernel and cokernel. To see

this, let/: G -> H be a morphism in £f and let £=/_1(0) be the ordinary group-

theoretic kernel off, a closed subgroup of G. Then the natural inclusion i: K^- G

is a kernel of/in the categorical sense; that is,/° z'=0 and whenever g: A -»■ G is a

morphism in ¿? such that/° g = 0, then there exists a unique morphism h: A ->- K

such that g = i° h. A kernel is unique up to canonical isomorphism in ¿if, so we

may say that the kernel of any morphism in ¡£ is automatically a proper injection.

Similarly, letting H0 be the topological closure of the set-theoretical image of /in

//, we find that the natural proper surjection p: H -> H/H0 is the cokernel off,

since the definition of cokernel merely reverses the arrows in the definition of

kernel.

Now (we take the case when 93 is contravariant) because 93 is a category equiva-

lence, we conclude from this arrow reversing process that 93 takes kernels to co-

kernels and vice versa. Suppose that/: G -> H is a proper morphism and let /' and

p be the kernel and cokernel as above. Consider the natural map q: G^-G/K

which is clearly the cokernel of /'. Then there is a unique morphism/: G/K-^- H

such that/=/i o q.fx is proper since/is proper and/ is injective by construction.
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In fact, we see that /i is a kernel of p. Thus/=/i ° q is the composition of a kernel

and a cokernel in SC. Hence 9Íf) = 9Íq) ° 9Ífy) is also the composition of a kernel

and a cokernel, both proper morphisms, so <pif) is proper.

Also, we can easily see that a short sequence

0—>K^—>G-^->L—>0

is proper exact if and only if fi is the kernel of g and g is the cokernel off. Hence

if such a sequence is proper exact, then in the induced sequence

0-► 93(F) ̂L ç<G) ̂—> <piK)-> 0,

99(g) is the kernel of <p(f) and 93(7) is the cokernel of 99(g) and so the induced sequence

is proper exact.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Let 99: SC' —> SC be a contravariant category equivalence. Then (p(Z)~T

and (p(T)~Z.

Proof. Let i/r : SC -s- SC be an inverse for 99. Then we know that <pi/j(T)~T. Since

the map <pz,*a)'- Horn (Z, '-/>(T)) —> Horn (<pi/t(T), <p(Z)) is bijective, there must be

some nonzero morphism a from <p>/j(T) to 99(Z). Then <f{Z) has a subgroup K

(namely the image of a) which is isomorphic to F. Now the identity map K -*■ K

extends to a continuous homomorphism 9s(Z) -> K by the fact that any continuous

character in SC can be extended. This extended morphism 93(Z) -> K thus splits

and hence A"occurs as a direct factor in 9>(Z); that is, 99(Z)~F© //for some object

H in SC. But then by Lemmas 1 and 5,

Z ~ MZ) st ftT) © <£(//),

which is impossible unless t/>(H) is {0}, forcing H~{0} and <p(Z)~T. Also then

i/i(T)~Z. By applying the same argument first to 0, we can show that </i(Z)~T

and <p(T)~Z.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5. Any contravariant category equivalence f. SC-^ SC is naturally

equivalent to the functor x-

Proof. We show that 93 satisfies Axiom System I and then apply Theorem 3.

Lemmas 3 and 5 show that 93 satisfies all the axioms of Axiom System I except

possibly la (q>(R)~R). By Lemma 6 we have <p(Z)~T and 99(F)~Z. We can also

show <p(R) ~ R, as follows. The short proper exact sequence

i P
0—>Z—> R-^T—>0

is taken by 93 into a short proper exact sequence

<p(p)           9(1)
0-y z ^-4- 99(A) -ü-l> T-> 0.
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We can find a compact set C in <p(R) whose image under <p(/) is all of T. Letting x0

be the image of 1 under 99(p), we see that C u {xQ} generates q>(R); hence ¡p(R) is

compactly generated. Also, since the kernel of 93(0 is discrete, cp(R) and 93(F) are

locally isomorphic. Therefore <p(R) is a group without small subgroups, because F

is. These facts taken together mean that 99(A) is isomorphic to an object in SC of

the form
R1@Tm@Zn®F,

where F is a direct sum of finite cyclic groups. Each of these finite cyclic groups is

isomorphic with a subgroup of F and a quotient group of Z; hence 99 takes each

one to a quotient group of Z and a subgroup of F; i.e., a finite cyclic group. Let i/i

be an inverse of 93; then all these statements hold for </> as well. Thus y</>(R) is of the

form
93(Py©Zm©F"©F1,

where Fy is a finite group. But <p>/i(R)~R and R cannot be expressed as a nontrivial

direct sum of objects in SC. Therefore one of the factors in this representation must

be isomorphic with R and the others must all be trivial. The only possibility for

this is7=1, <p(R)~R, m = 0, n = 0 and F».~{0}.    Q.E.D.

5. Some variations. The following result is weaker than Theorem 5, but its

proof is much shorter because it does not depend on Theorem 3.

Theorem 6. Let <p: SC ->- SC be a contravariant category equivalence which is also

a topological functor in SC. Then 99 is naturally equivalent to x-

Proof. By Lemmas 1, 2 and 5, 93 is additive; by Lemma 6, 93(F)~Z. Let s be a

generator of 93(F). Consider the natural transformation ts:x^93 discussed in

Theorem 1. Since 99GT is bijective, each tg is a bijective morphism in SC. In particular,

then, t|: x(Z)^93(Z) is an isomorphism in SC because x(Z) is compact. Let

iu = (t|)_1 and define, for each G in SC, a morphism 6G: x(G) ->■ x(G) by 9G = aG o TSG,

where a" is the natural transformation defined in Theorem 2. Then 9 = {9G; Gin SC}

is a natural transformation from x to x- Furthermore,

0Z   =   Ozo 4   =   \AZ).

But then by Theorem 2, 9 must coincide with the natural transformation 77: x -> x

defined by r¡G=lxiG) for every object G. Hence each tg is a topological iso-

morphism.    Q.E.D.

The following alternate proof of Theorem 4 involves a different approach which

was suggested by the referee. It utilizes the concepts of category with convergence

and continuous functor; see [3] for further explication and applications of these

ideas, especially the examples in paragraph 2.2, p. 117.

Theorem 4. Any contravariant functor q>: SC -* SC which satisfies Axiom System

II is naturally equivalent to the functor x-
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Proof. Let Jf be the category of all proper inverse systems in ¿£. Then (if, Jt)

is a category with convergence. Let ¿fx be the full subcategory of ¿f whose objects

are the groups without small subgroups; then (¿fx, $f\S£x) is the subcategory with

convergence induced from ¿f, and ¿fx is dense in (¿f, Jf) because every group in if

is a proper projective limit of groups in ¿£x. Now let ¿f2 be the full subcategory of

¿fx whose objects are all groups in if isomorphic to one of the form R1 © Zm

©£"©£, where £ is a finite abelian group. These are the compactly generated

groups without small subgroups in if, or the elementary groups. Let (¿f3, JQ be

the category with coconvergence where £f3 is the subcategory of Sfx whose objects

are all discrete groups in ¿if, and Ctf3 is the category of all proper direct systems in

¿f3. Then (¿f^, J^|if4) is the full subcategory (with coconvergence) of if3 and of if2

whose objects are the finitely generated discrete groups; ^ is codense in ££3.

Finally, if5 is the skeletal subcategory of ¿f2 whose objects are the groups £' © Zm

©£"©£, where £ is a finite direct sum of cyclic quotient groups Zp» of Z of

prime power order. Now, since cp(R)~R by Axiom Ha, we can steal the first part

of the proof of Theorem 3 and show that cp(T)~Z. Choosing a generator s of

93(£), we let ts:^—=»93 be the pseudo-natural transformation guaranteed by

Theorem 1. (Actually, we need only define tg for G e ¿if5.) Again following the

proof of Theorem 3, we arrive at the fact that ts is a natural equivalence between

the restricted functors x|ifs and 9>|if5, since t%, tst, tz and rZn are isomorphisms,

and tg@// = tg© r%. The reasoning from this point is as follows: Since ¿if5 is a

skeleton of ¿f2, ts extends uniquely to a natural equivalence ts: v|if2 —>■ 9\¿£2. (This

extension must agree with ts by the proof of Theorem 1.) By restricting, we see

that x\^i — <H-^4- Then (Axiom He), since x and 93 are cocontinuous on (£f3, Jf3),

this extends by the codensity of if4 in ¿f3 to the natural equivalence rs: x|if3 -*■ 9\&3-

Since every object in £fx is isomorphic to a direct sum of groups in if2 and if,, we

conclude that ts: x|ifi -*■ 9\¿?x is a natural equivalence. Since we know that y and

93 are continuous on £f and ¿fx is dense in ¿if, we conclude that ts extends to a

natural equivalence between x and 93.

6. Pseudo-natural transformations between covariant functors. The following

two theorems are analogous to Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 7. Let cp: £f -* if be a covariant functor. Let s be any element of<p(Z).

Then there is exactly one pseudo-natural transformation if : 1 -> 93 satisfying the

equation rfz(l) = s. Each rfa:G -> 93(G) is defined by the formula

Vg(x) = WzA^â\x))](s)   for x eG.

Thus there is a bijective correspondence between pseudo-natural transformations

if: 1 -> 93 and elements s of cp(Z). If cp is a topological additive functor, then each if

is in fact a natural transformation (that is, each -nG is a morphism in ¿f).

Proof. Let s e <p(Z) and let 17s be defined as above. Let G and H be objects of ¿f
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and letfe Horn (G, //). Then for x e G, we have

(9(f)°vh)(x) = 9G,H(f)([9z.0(tc-1(x))](s))

= [9zM° &\x))]is),
while

(vsH°f)(x) = WzA&UWWs)-

But we saw in the proof of Theorem 2 that/° iG1(x) = ^l(f(x)). Thus ■ns = {qsG} is

a pseudo-natural transformation. Furthermore,

*?!(!) = [9zMzKl))](s) = Wz.Z(lz)](s) = hm(s) = S.

Now let 17: i-»-ç> be any pseudo-natural transformation, and let s = -nz(l). We

show that ,r) = 'qs. Let G be an object in SC and let xeG. Then since 77 is a pseudo-

natural transformation, the following diagram is commutative for the morphism

fc \x)e Horn iZ,G):

„ ¿Tg-1« ^G

^z ^G

9>(Z)-> 93(G)
Ç^M)

Using this information, we see that

Vh(x)  =   [í-Z.GÍfcX^lhzíl)]

= %[(feH*)Xi)] = voix).

Finally, we see that the map G -»■ 99(G) given by x h> tig(x) is obtained by first

applying the map fG 1 from G to Horn (Z, G), then the map <pZG from Horn (Z, G)

to Horn (9)(Z), 93(G)) and then the map Horn (9>(Z), 93(G)) ->■ 93(G) given by fit-^f(s).

Therefore if 99ZiG is a continuous homomorphism, our map tig is a morphism in SC.

This shows the last statement of Theorem 7.    Q.E.D.

Incidentally, applying Theorem 7 to 93 = x2 tells us that the natural transformation

p: 1 —»■ x2 is determined uniquely even as a pseudo-natural transformation, once we

specify the element pz(l) in x2(Z). This fact is recorded more as a curiosity than a

result.

Theorem 8. Let <p: SC —>- SC be a convariant functor. Let p:<p(T)-+T be a

function (not necessarily a morphism in SC). Then the following two conditions are

equivalent:

(1) There exists a pseudo-natural transformation oj": 99 —>-1 such that o>^ = p.

(2) For every object G of SC and every x e 93(G), the following function x(G) -*■ T

is a morphism in SC :

av->{p.o ((pG.T(a))](x).

In any case, there is at most one pseudo-natural transformation satisfying (1). In
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fact, ifco" satisfies (1), then for G in ¿f andxe 93(G), coG(x) is that unique element of G

which satisfies

(3) a(coG(x)) = [p o (93G,r(a))](x)   for every « e X(G).

In particular, if cp is topological and additive and p is a morphism in Sf, then con-

dition (2) is satisfied and the co" satisfying condition (1) is actually a natural trans-

formation.

Proof. First, suppose (2) is satisfied. Then the existence and uniqueness of coG(x)

in G satisfying condition (3) is guaranteed by the Pontryagin Duality Theorem,

and so we define cu" by condition (3). We show that o>" satisfies condition (1). Let

G and H be objects in ^ let/e Horn (G, //), let x e 93(G), and let « e X(H). Then

<A(<»h ° 9(f))(x)] = p[9h.t(<x)(9g,h(J)(x))]

= p[9g,t(<x °f)(x)]

= (a °f)[coG(x)]

= «[(/o coG)(x)].

This shows that co" is a pseudo-natural transformation. Now let x e <p(T) and note

that lr 6 x(T). Then we have

<4(x) = It[<»t(x)] = [p° (9t,t(1t))](x) = p(x).

Thus to" satisfies condition (1).

Now suppose co: 93 -* 1 satisfies condition (1). Let G be an object in =Sf, let x e 93(G)

and let a e x(G). Then, since co is a pseudo-natural transformation, we have

a(coG(x)) = (a o coG)(x) = (coT o 93G,r(a))(x) = [p. ° 9g,t(<*)](x).

Hence the function x(G) -^ £ in condition (2) is simply the map a i-> a(coG(x)), so

condition (2) is satisfied, and we have shown that ojg(x) = cog(x), where co" is defined

by condition (3). Thus 07 = 07", showing the uniqueness of co".

Now let 93 be topological and additive and let p be a morphism in £f. Then clearly

condition (2) holds, and so 07" exists satisfying condition (1). We demonstrate

another way of constructing co". Let G be an object of if. Let A: Horn (93(G), cp(T))

-»■ Horn (93(G), £) be defined by X(f) = p 0/ As in the case of v in the proof of

Theorem 2, A is a continuous homomorphism between topological groups. Now

define ß= A o Ç3G r. ß is a morphism from y(G) to X9(G)- Finally define e = pG1 o Y(/3)

o pq,,G), a morphism from 93(G) to G. We claim that e = wG. To see this, let x e 93(G)

and a e y(G). Then

«(*(*)) = Mß) ° P«iG>)(x)](a)

= (PvccÂx) ° ß)(a)

= Pvíg¿x)[(\ o 93GiT)(a)]

= ÍP ° 9g.t(«)](x) = a[coG(x)].

Therefore 07" is a natural transformation.   Q.E.D.
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